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Introduction
On October 29, 2003, Jefferson County Sheriff Ted Mink asked Attorney
General Ken Salazar to investigate the origin and history of a document concerning
the April 1999 shootings at Columbine High School. The document is a Sheriff’s
office 1997 “directed report” concerning Eric Harris, one of the Columbine
murderers. This report had just been discovered, tucked into a binder notebook. The
1997 directed report was, at the time it was found in 2003, the earliest known law
enforcement reference to Eric Harris in the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department.
To aid in this investigation, the Attorney General sought the assistance of an
independent Sheriff’s office. Adams County Sheriff Doug Darr graciously assigned
an investigator to work with the Colorado Attorney General’s Office. The Adams
County investigator brought valuable knowledge of Sheriff’s department practices
and procedures to this investigation and was instrumental in the formation of
investigative strategies.
This investigation consists primarily of interviews of involved parties and a
careful review of records in the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department. Information
was sought in the interviews conducted and follow-ups often occurred. Forensic
analysis of handwriting was also undertaken to determine the identity of the
“concerned citizen” described below. No individuals we contacted objected to being
interviewed.
The team assembled to investigate this matter and to review the information
collected included Michael Jones, an investigator in the Attorney General’s Office,
and Lt. Michael McIntosh of Adams County Sheriff’s Office. Direction, guidance,
and review throughout the investigative process was given by Attorney General Ken
Salazar and Deputy Attorney General Michael Goodbee. Solicitor General Alan
Gilbert and Chief Deputy Attorney General Don Quick assisted the investigation.
Investigator Dick Lewis of the Colorado Attorney General’s Office conducted the
handwriting analysis conducted in this investigation. The principal author of this
report is Deputy Attorney General Michael Goodbee.
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Summary of Questions Presented
This investigation focuses upon four questions associated with the 1997
directed report:
1. Prior to the Columbine shootings, what is the history of Jefferson County
Sheriff’s Department contacts related to Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold?
2. How and why was the 1997 directed report created, and how did it come to
be located in the notebook found in the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office
in 2003?
3. Who is the “concerned citizen” who made the contact that led to creation
of the 1997 directed report?
4. What is known about the 1998 file concerning Eric Harris that was
compiled by Investigator Guerra of the Jefferson County Sheriff’s
Department?
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Summary of Conclusions
The Contacts:
The investigation revealed a total of 15 Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office
contacts related to Harris and/or Klebold prior to the Columbine shootings. Of those,
one also related to both Dylan Klebold and Eric Harris. Thirteen of these contacts are
supported by Sheriff’s Department information. Two are supported by notations in
Wayne Harris’ journal. The January 1998 van break-in, and the stop light ticket were
the only direct contacts between the Sheriff’s department, Eric Harris and Dylan
Klebold prior to the Columbine shootings. The other 13 were contacts initiated by
third parties.
These contacts initially revolved around incidents such as snowball throwing
and a phone prank call, but progressed to threats via computer WebPages and a van
break-in.
The 1997 Directed Report
The history of the 1997 directed report reveals that the Sheriff’s Office
promptly responded to the complaint, dispatching an officer to the Brown residence
within hours after the contact at the Plaza. The report appears to have taken a normal
course and ultimately was directed to Investigator John Hicks, who filed it in an Intel
binder.
This binder was one of a number of files that John Healy received when he
took over Hicks’ position. Upon cleaning out his files, Healy found the directed report
and delivered it to the Sheriff, then to the Attorney General and then to the public.
The investigation concludes that the directed report was not mingled with 1998
WebPages information.
The “concerned citizen”
The conclusion of the investigation is that Aaron Brown was the “concerned
citizen” that made the report. This is supported by the handwriting exemplars, the
immediate dispatch to the Brown residence as well as the number of Brown contacts
regarding Harris around this time frame. The anonymous nature of the complaint
(“concerned citizen”,) and the apparent desire to remain anonymous is also consistent
with the Brown’s concerns about Eric Harris.
Additional matter
We continue to investigate two sets of records as a part of this investigation: a
file compiled by Investigator Mike Guerra and a set of Daily Activity Field Reports
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(”DAFRs”). We have a few investigative steps to complete with regard to these
records. We will issue a brief supplemental report when these steps are completed.
The Guerra-Harris file was assembled by Investigator Guerra to hold materials related
to the draft search warrant affidavit he created for the Harris residence.
Officers such as Investigator Guerra collect information related to an ongoing
investigation and usually place that information in a file prepared for that
investigation. According to Mike Guerra, John Hicks and Glen Grove, Investigator
Guerra prepared such a file after meeting with Randy and Judy Brown on March 31,
1998. According to Mike Guerra, this file would contain:
1)

Guerra’s notes taken from the March 31, 1998 meeting with the
Browns;

2)

Any follow-up done to create the search warrant affidavit for the Harris
residence;

3)

Reports and information from JCSO Case #3365, the pipe bomb found
near the bike path on February 15, 1998, as well as Case # 5504, the
Browns’ complaint regarding website threats;

4)

A map that would demonstrate the location of the bomb in relation to
the Harris residence.

This file would also contain information regarding the draft affidavit for a search
warrant for the Harris residence. The draft affidavit has been released to the general
public.
DAFRs ar daily logs of activities that investigators engaged in. Investigator
Guerra’s DAFRs from mid-March, 1998 through mid-April, 1998 have been located.
The remainder for 1998 have not.

Summary of Findings
Question No. 1
Prior to the Columbine murders, what is the history of Jefferson County
Sheriff’s Office contacts related to Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold?
Answer No. 1
This investigation found a total of 15 contacts related to Eric Harris that
occurred between the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office and others prior to the
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Columbine shootings. This investigation found two such contacts concerning Dylan
Klebold, and one of those contacts occurred in connection with one of the 15 contacts
concerning Eric Harris.
Thirteen contacts are found in dispatch records and investigative reports
located at the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department. Two contacts are supported by
notations in a journal kept by Wayne Harris, the father of Eric Harris.1
The contacts concerning a January 1998 van break-in by Eric Harris and Dylan
Klebold, and a Klebold traffic ticket are the only direct contacts between the Sheriff’s
department, Eric Harris, and Dylan Klebold prior to the Columbine High School
shootings. The other thirteen contacts are contacts by third parties who complained
primarily about Eric Harris.
The 15 contacts revolve around six separate incidents.
1) Snowball incident – February 1997 – Eric Harris allegedly hits
Brooks Brown’s car with a snowball causing damage to the windshield.
2) Prank Phone call incident –April 1997 – Aaron and Randy Brown
report a person named “Jim” posing as a telemarketer and asking
inappropriate questions. This is not tied to Eric Harris, although his
website lists the Brown phone number and discusses “pranking.”
3) 1997 directed report incident – August 1997 – A “concerned
citizen” reveals the Eric Harris web site to Deputy Mike Burgess, who
refers the report (the directed report) to Investigator John Hicks.
4) Van break-in incident – January 1998 – Eric Harris and Dylan
Klebold are caught breaking into a van. They are placed in the
Jefferson County juvenile diversion program following this incident.
5) Computer threats incident – March 1998 – Randy Brown reports
threats to Deputy Mark Miller made on the Harris website. Deputy
Mark Miller is dispatched to the Brown residence. Brown gives the
deputy copies of pages printed from the Harris website.
6) Paintball Incident -- July 1998 -- Randy Brown reports damage to
his garage window caused by a paintball. Deputy Carol LaBounty
1

The journal, called the Harris journal, is evidence held at the Jefferson County
Sheriff’s department. It contains a general log of events concerning Eric Harris. The
specific contents of the Harris journal are protected from disclosure by court order.
Thus, excerpts from the journal are not quoted in this report.
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responds to the Brown residence. Brown names Eric Harris as a
suspect.
These six incidents are memorialized in the following events and reports in the
Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office.
• Four Sheriff’s office “events” were located. An “event” is a law
enforcement term used by the Sheriff’s Office to describe a contact or an
action that is reflected in a dispatch entry.
a) March 2, 1997 – Damage to Property – Randy Brown – Event
# 97-30582 – phone call made by Randy Brown.
b) April 17, 1997 – Ongoing juvenile problem with
neighborhood kid – Randy Brown – Event # 97-54938 – Deputy
Tim Walsh is dispatched to Brown residence.
c) April 30, 1997 – Three follow up calls are made to the Brown
residence by Sheriff’s Department – Event # 97-61097.
d) May 2, 1997 – One follow up phone call is made to the
Brown residence regarding harassment report – Event # 9762509.
• Six Sheriff’s office case report numbers were located. A “case report
number” is created in the Sheriff’s Office when a Deputy requests one
from a dispatcher when the Deputy determines some type of official action
or report should be taken.
a) April 19, 1997 – Phone harassment complaint – Randy and
Aaron Brown – Case # 97-6652 – Deputy Mike Burgess
dispatched to Brown residence, Eric Harris is not named in
report as suspect.
b) January 30, 1998 – Van Break-in – Case # 98-2218 – Deputy
Tim Walsh contacts both Harris and Klebold; they admit theft,
van break-in and mischief.
c) February 15, 1998 – Pipe bomb located near bike path – Case
# 98-3365 – Deputy Baughman responds to the scene, Glenn
Grove renders the device safe. (This pipe bomb has never
officially been linked to Eric Harris).
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d) March 14, 1998- Stop light violation-Dylan Klebold- Case #
98-5210 (Attitude marked “good”).
e) March 18, 1998 – Death threats on Harris website toward
Brooks Brown, Pipe Bombs mentioned in web page– Case # 985504 – Deputy Mark Miller is dispatched to Brown residence.
f) July 19, 1998- Paintball incident-Case # 98-14325- Deputy
Carole LaBounty is dispatched to the Brown residence. Harris is
named as a suspect by Randy Brown.
• One directed report has been located in the Jefferson County Sheriff’s
Office. A “directed report” is an internal memorandum or intelligence
report directed specifically from one person to another. A directed report is
used to pass information, an opinion, or a theory from a patrol officer to an
investigator.
a) August 7, 1997 – A “concerned citizen” contacts Deputy
Mike Burgess – A directed report is sent by Deputy Burgess to
Investigator John Hicks – Deputy Huner contacts the Browns at
their residence.
• Two phone calls from the Sheriff’s Office to the Harris residence
and one phone call from Judy Brown to the Sheriff’s Office.
a) April 19, 1997 – Harris Journal entry – Deputy Tim Walsh
calls the Harris residence regarding damage to a tree – Wayne
Harris notes that he returns the call.
b) April 24, 1997– Harris Journal entry – Deputy Tim Walsh
returns Wayne Harris’ phone call regarding damage to a tree
(believed to be the Baumgart egg and toilet paper “raid”
described on the website as having occurred on February 7,
1997). Baumgarts do not report this to the police.
c) April 11, 1998 – Judy Brown calls the Sheriffs Department to
follow up on the March 18, 1998 (case report #98-3365)
complaint dealing with computer threats.
• One meeting at the Sheriff’s office.
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a) March 31, 1998 – Randy and Judy Brown meet with
Investigators Mike Guerra, Glen Grove, and John Hicks at the
Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office regarding computer threats.
Until the Columbine High School shootings on April 20, 1999 there were no
Sheriff’s Office contacts found relating to Eric Harris or Dylan Klebold in 1999.

Question No. 2
How and why was the 1997 directed report created, and how did it come to be
located in the notebook found in the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office in 2003?
Answer No. 2
On August 7, 1997, Jefferson County Sheriff’s Deputy Mike Burgess was on
duty at the substation located at the Southwest Plaza Mall. He was contacted by a
person he later identified as a “concerned citizen.” This person reported a web site to
Deputy Burgess that contained information that may relate to criminal activity. The
web site address was listed as HTTP://members.aol.com/Rebdoomer/index.html.
According to dispatch records, within 45 minutes of receiving this information
Deputy Burgess asked dispatch to send a car to South Vance Street. This is the
address of Randy and Judy Brown. Deputy Dennis Huner responded to dispatch
request and arrived at the Brown residence within an hour.
Deputy Huner met with one or both parents and was given seven pages of
computer printouts from the website. Deputy Huner wrote the words “Nick
Baumgart’s House” on page six of the printouts next to a paragraph describing the
February 7, 1997 egg and toilet paper “raid” on Baumgart’s residence. Handwriting
analysis and Huner’s interview support this conclusion.
Huner then left the Brown residence and traveled directly to the Southwest
Plaza Mall to deliver the documents to Deputy Burgess. Upon receiving them, Deputy
Burgess prepared the August 7, 1997 directed report. A copy of this directed report is
attached as Appendix 1.
Burgess addressed the directed report to Investigator John Hicks, because at
the time Hicks was the primary investigator for the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office
reviewing computer crimes. Burgess is unsure how he forwarded the report, but it is
the common practice to place the directed report in the basket for patrol deputy
reports at the Sheriff’s Office. From there, the directed report was forwarded to
Investigator John Hicks.
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In his interview, Investigator Hicks had no independent recollection of
receiving the subject report. Hicks believed that he would have placed the report into
a binder notebook dedicated to computer intelligence information because of the
nature of the information the directed report contained. Investigator Hicks said that he
never again retrieved this directed report. He did not mentally link this report, the
attached WebPages and the scrap with the web address with Eric Harris at any point
until seeing the report at the interview conducted for this investigation.
Investigator Hicks left the employment of the Jefferson County Sheriff’s
Office on June 28, 2000. When he left he gave away his books. He gave the intel files
in his workspace to his replacement, John Healey.
John Healey said that he was cleaning files and information out in his home
office and discovered the report in the intelligence file on October 23, 2003. He handdelivered the report to Sheriff Ted Mink, who held the report in his custody. On
October 27, 2003 the Sheriff advised the Attorney General’s Office and the District
Attorney for the First Judicial District of the existence of the report. On October 29,
2003, the Sheriff made the report available to the public and press and requested that
the Attorney General investigate this matter.

Question No. 3
Who is the “concerned citizen” who made the contact that led to creation of
the 1997 directed report?
Answer No. 3
Evidence collected supports the conclusion that the identity of the “concerned
citizen” is likely Aaron Brown, the son of Randy and Judy Brown. Most significantly,
dispatch records reveal that on August 7, 1997 shortly after noon, Deputy Huner is
dispatched directly to the Brown residence. Handwriting exemplars reviewed by an
expert conclude that Aaron Brown is the author of a part of the Harris website
address on the scrap of paper found with the directed report. Aaron Brown recognized
this as his handwriting. While a portion of the scrap also is confirmed as handwriting
from Brooks Brown, Brooks indicated that he frequently visited the mall to skate but
that it was unlikely that he would have initiated a contact with law enforcement.
Neither Brooks nor Aaron Brown specifically recall contacting Deputy Burgess at the
mall.
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Question No. 4
What is known about the file concerning Eric Harris that was compiled by
Investigator Guerra of the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office?
Answer No. 4
We continue to investigate two sets of records as a part of this investigation: a
file compiled by Investigator Mike Guerra and a set of Daily Activity Field Reports
(”DAFRs”). We have a few investigative steps to complete with regard to these
records. We will issue a brief supplemental report when these steps are completed.
The Guerra-Harris file was assembled by Investigator Guerra to hold materials related
to the draft search warrant affidavit he created for the Harris residence.
Officers such as Investigator Guerra collect information related to an ongoing
investigation and usually place that information in a file prepared for that
investigation. According to Mike Guerra, John Hicks and Glen Grove, Investigator
Guerra prepared such a file after meeting with Randy and Judy Brown on March 31,
1998. According to Mike Guerra, this file would contain:
4)

Guerra’s notes taken from the March 31, 1998 meeting with the
Browns;

5)

Any follow-up done to create the search warrant affidavit for the Harris
residence;

6)

Reports and information from JCSO Case #3365, the pipe bomb found
near the bike path on February 15, 1998, as well as Case # 5504, the
Browns’ complaint regarding website threats;

4)

A map that would demonstrate the location of the bomb in relation to
the Harris residence.

This file would also contain information regarding the draft affidavit for a search
warrant for the Harris residence. The draft affidavit has been released to the general
public.
DAFRs are daily logs of activities that investigators engaged in. Investigator
Guerra’s DAFRs from mid-March, 1998 through mid-April, 1998 have been located.
The remainder for 1998 have not.
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Chronology of Significant Events
The following is a chronology of dates and events in this investigation.
Sources are noted in parentheses.
1)

February 7, 1997 – Friday – Eric Harris documents a “raid” on the
residence of a student acquaintance, Nick Baumgart. Dylan Klebold
appears to participate. Eggs are thrown at the residence, toilet paper is
hung from trees, etc. Baumgarts do not report this to the police. (Source
– Harris Website.)

2)

February 28, 1997 – Friday – Wayne Harris has a telephone
conversation with Randy Brown regarding a cracked windshield to her
son’s car, allegedly caused by a snowball thrown by Eric Harris.
(Source – Harris journal.)
Note – Weather data collected on February 28, 1997, indicate that 1.4
inches of snow fell on that day in Denver.

3)

March 2, 1997 – Sunday 7:58 p.m. – JCSO event # 97-30582. Randy
Brown calls to report “damage to property.” Deputy Dean Davis returns
the call at 8:17 p.m. (Source – JCSO Dispatch records.)
Note – Davis has no memory of this call, and no formal report is taken.

4)

March 3, 1997 – Monday – Columbine High School Dean, Mr. Place,
contacts Wayne Harris regarding a conflict between Brooks Brown and
Eric Harris. Wayne Harris notes that he will speak to Eric regarding
same. (Source – Harris journal.)

5)

March 3, 1997 – Monday – Wayne Harris claims to speak with Eric
Harris. (Source – The Harris journal.)

6)

April 17, 1997 – Thursday – JCSO Event # 97-54938. Deputy Tim
Walsh is dispatched to the Browns home. Randy Brown is the reporting
party. Nature of the call is an “ongoing juv(enile) problem with
neighbor kid.” Deputy Walsh arrived at 5:59 p.m. and leaves at 6:31
p.m. No formal report is taken. (Source – JCSO Dispatch records.)

7)

April 18, 1997 – Friday – Wayne Harris speaks with Bonnie Baumgart,
Nick Baumgart’s mother, regarding damage to her house. This appears
related to the February 7 egg and toilet paper “raid” noted on Eric
Harris’ web pages. (Source – The Harris journal.)
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8)

April 19, 1997 – Saturday – Deputy Walsh leaves a message at the
Harris residence to call him back at the south substation regarding tree
damage. (Source – The Harris journal.)

9)

April 19, 1997 – Saturday – JCSO Event # 97-6652. Deputy Mike
Burgess responds to the Brown residence regarding a complaint of a
harassing phone call. Reporting parties are Randy and Aaron Brown.
There is no direct indication that this is related to Eric Harris, but Eric
Harris’ web site does disclose the Browns phone number and says “If
any of you feel like pranking him.” The exact date of this entry is
unknown. (Source – JCSO reports and the Harris web pages.)

10)

April 24, 1997 – Thursday – Deputy follows up by returning Wayne
Harris’ phone call. (Source – The Harris journal.)

11)

April 27, 1997 – Sunday – Wayne Harris calls Judy Brown. (Source –
The Harris journal.)

12)

April 30, 1997 – Wednesday – JCSO Event # 97-61097. Deputy Art
Peterson makes a dispatch entry that on the previous day he made three
phone calls to the Brown residence at 8:01 p.m., 9:19 p.m. and 9:32
p.m. but failed to reach anyone. Purpose behind the calls noted as
harassment. (Source – JCSO dispatch records.)

13)

May 2, 1997 – Friday – JCSO Event # 97-62509. Unknown JCSO
deputy leaves a follow-up call at 2:05 p.m. to the Brown residence
(Judy Brown) on the phone harassment complaint taken by Deputy
Mike Burgess on April 19, 1997. (Source – JCSO dispatch records.)

14)

August 7, 1997 – Thursday –
12:00 Noon-Deputy Mike Burgess is working the substation in the
Southwest Plaza Mall. A “concerned citizen” reports the Harris web
site. Note that this is given event # 97-116716.
(Source – the 1997 directed report.)
12:42 p.m. – Deputy Burgess asks that a car be sent to South Vance
(the Brown residence) to pick up information. (Source – JCSO dispatch
records.)
12:49 p.m. – Deputy Dennis Huner is dispatched to the Brown
residence. (Source – JCSO Dispatch records -Huner Interview.)
12:54 p.m. – Deputy Huner arrives at the Brown residence. He meets
with one or both of the Brown parents. They review seven pages of
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computer printouts. He writes “Nick Baumgart’s House” on page six of
the computer printouts. (Source – Deputy Huner and handwriting
analysis.)
2:09 p.m. – Deputy Huner leaves the Brown residence. He delivers the
computer printouts to Dep. Burgess at Southwest Plaza. (Source –
JCSO dispatch records.)
At the end of his shift, Deputy Burgess submits the 1997 directed
report, which goes to Investigator John Hicks.
15)

January 30, 1998 – Friday – JCSO Case # 98-2218 – Eric Harris and
Dylan Klebold are by arrested Deputy Tim Walsh for breaking into a
van. On March 25, 1998, they formally enter into a juvenile diversion
contract with the Jefferson County District Attorney’s office. On
February 3, 1999, they successfully terminate early. (Source- JCSO
reports, Jefferson County DA Juvenile diversion records.)

16)

February 15, 1998 – Sunday – JCSO Deputy Richard Baughman
responds to a report of an unexploded plastic pipe bomb found beside a
bike path about two miles from the neighborhood where Harrises live.
Investigator Glen Grove responds and renders the device safe. This
incident is not at this time linked to Eric Harris or the information on
Eric Harris’ web site. (Source – Case Report #98-3365.)

17)

March 14, 1998 – Stop light violation, Dylan Klebold Case # 98-5210.
(Attitude marked “Good”.)

18)

March 18, 1998 – Wednesday, 5:20 p.m. – JCSO Case # 98-5504.
Deputy Mark Miller is dispatched to the Brown residence after a call
concerning threats being made via computer. Miller meets with Randy
Brown and secures ten pages of printouts from the Browns computer.
He also secures a handwritten page from Randy Brown that includes a
web site address written by Brooks Brown. He classifies the report as a
suspicious incident and refers it to JCSO investigations. Klebold is
listed as acquaintance with knowledge of bomb making activities.
(Source – JCSO reports and interview with Miller and the Browns.)

19)

March 26, 1998 – Thursday – JCSO Records clerk Karen Felt closes
out Case # 98-5504 without it being assigned to an investigator. Per
interviews with Pritchett and Tim Walsh, the report process was as
follows: a copy of the report is reviewed by the Investigator Sergeant to
determine if it is assigned to a specific investigator. If assigned it is
entered into the computer as assigned. If it is not assigned to
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investigators, then records clerk closes the case out. (Source – JCSO
Reports.)
20)

March 27, 1998 – Friday – The Browns replace the windshields on
their 1985 and 1990 Mercedes Benz automobiles. (Source – Brown
interview and a canceled check as a receipt.)

21)

March 31, 1998 – Tuesday – 9:00 a.m. – Randy and Judy Brown meet
with Investigator John Hicks at the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office.
They bring 12 pages of printouts. Hicks asks Investigators Glen Grove
and possibly Mike Guerra attend the meeting in an attempt to link the
Harris web pages to the pipe bombs found recently.
According to Hicks’ daily log, he leaves the office because of illness at
10:00 a.m. Groves continues meeting with the Browns. He references
JCSO case # 98-3365 – the February 15, 1998 pipe bomb report. The
pipe bomb described on the Harris web site appears to be similar to the
one found by the bike path. Investigator Guerra takes the lead on the
follow up, as he is the primary bomb investigator.
Investigator Guerra continues the investigation under case # 98-3365.
He prepares an affidavit for a search warrant for the Harris home. It
appears to have been discussed briefly by Lt. John Keickbusch, Sgt.
Prichett, and Glenn Grove during a several minute conversation outside
of Lt. Keikbusch’s office. According to Grove, Keikbusch does not
approve the affidavit because there is no eyewitness to Eric Harris’
possession of a pipe bomb.
Investigator Guerra is unable to develop further evidence, and the
investigation does not go further. Guerra denies being instructed to
terminate the investigation. (Sources – Interviews with Guerra, Grove,
Hicks)

22)

April 11, 1998 – Saturday – 10:00 p.m., Saturday – Judy Brown calls
the JCSO. She speaks with Deputy Tanya Williams. Brown reports that
her son received an email threat and believes that it is from Eric Harris.
The email was accidentally deleted by her son. The Browns request
increased patrols. The report is a supplemental to the previous Brown
computer threat case (No. 98-5504) and Williams delivers it to
Investigator Hicks, who in turn gave copies to Guerra. (JCSO reports
and interview with Hicks and Guerra)
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23)

July 19, 1998 –Case Report 98-14325-Deputy Carol LaBounty is
dispatched to the Brown residence on a report of criminal mischief. A
paintball broke a garage window. Eric Harris is named as a suspect.

24)

April 20, 1999 – Tuesday – The Columbine High School killings and
other shootings are committed by Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold.

25)

April 22 or 23, 1999 – According to John Hicks, Investigator Mike
Guerra tells him that someone removed Guerra’s investigative file
concerning Eric Harris from his desk, and that it was just returned.
Guerra does not recall this incident.
During his interview for this investigation, Hicks says that he was
concerned about inaccurate public statements related to contacts with
the Browns that were made in the weeks after the shootings by Sheriff
Stone, Undersheriff John Dunaway, and Division Commander John
Kiekbusch. Hicks meets with Sgt. Randy West regarding these
concerns. The meeting is interrupted by an internal affairs investigator
on an unrelated matter. The meeting is not rescheduled or completed.
Chronology of the August 7, 1997 Directed Report

August 7, 1997 – Thursday
@ 12:00 Noon-Deputy Mike Burgess is working the substation at Southwest
Plaza. A “concerned citizen” reports the Harris website.
(Source- Deputy Burgess and the 1997 directed report.)
12:42 p.m. – Deputy Burgess asks that a car be sent to XXXX (intentionally
not disclosed) South Vance -the Brown Residence to pick up information.
(Source – JCSO dispatch records.)
12:49 p.m. – Deputy Dennis Huner is dispatched to the Brown residence.
(Source – JCSO Dispatch records.)
12:54 p.m. – Dep. Huner arrives at the Brown residence. He meets with one or
both Brown parents. They review seven pages of computer printouts. He
writes “Nick Baumgart’s House” on page six. (Source – Dep. Huner and
Expert review of handwriting.)
1:40 p.m. – Dep. Bruner leaves the Brown residence, he delivers the
documents to Dep. Burgess at Southwest Plaza. (Source – JCSO dispatch
records.)
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At the end of his shift – Burgess submits a directed report to patrol for
submission to Investigator John Hicks.
The directed report is received by Investigator John Hicks who files it in
intelligence file binder related to computers. He does not see it or think of it
again.
June 28, 2000 – Hicks leaves the employment of the Jefferson County
Sheriff’s Department. He gives his the computer intelligence file binder to
Healy.
October 23, 2003 – John Healey finds the directed report in the Intel file. He
advises Sheriff Mink the next day.
October 27, 2003 – Sheriff Mink advises Deputy Attorney General Michael
Goodbee and District Attorney Dave Thomas of the discovery of the directed
report.
October 29, 2003 - Sheriff Mink announces the discovery of the report to the
public and requests Attorney General Ken Salazar to determine the
circumstances surrounding the report.
Chronology of Brown Family Contacts with
the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office and Others
The record of the Brown family’s contacts with the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office
and others, as determined by this investigation, includes the following:
February 28, 1997 – Judy Brown calls Wayne Harris to address her concerns about
windshield damage she believes is done by Eric Harris (Harris Journal);
March 3, 1997 – Randy Brown reports the damage to property to Deputy Dean Davis
(JCSO Records);
April 17, 1997 – Randy Brown reports an “ongoing juvenile problem with a
neighborhood kid” to Deputy Tim Walsh (JCSO Records);
April 19, 1997 – Judy and Aaron Brown report a harassing phone call to Deputy
Mike Burgess; Caller is unknown though Harris website has information
regarding Brown phone # and “pranking” (JCSO Records);
April 30, 1997 – Deputy Art Peterson makes three follow-up phone calls to the
Brown residence, but fails to reach anyone. Purpose is believed to be tied to the
phone harassment complaint (JCSO Records);
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May 2, 1997 – Records indicate an additional follow-up call is made by an unknown
deputy to the Brown residence regarding the phone harassment complaint (JCSO
Records);
August 7, 1997 – The “Directed Report” is created based upon the complaints made
by Brooks and Aaron Brown (as detailed above);
March 18, 1998 – Randy Brown is the complaining party regarding an Internet threat
complaint. Deputy Mark Miller responds to the Brown residence and secures
paperwork (JCSO Records);
March 31, 1998 – Randy and Judy Brown meet with Investigator John Hicks, Mike
Guerra and Glen Groves at the Sheriff’s office regarding the Harris web pages
(JCSO Records);
April 11, 1998 – Judy Brown contacts the Sheriff’s office and speaks with Deputy
Tanya Williams regarding an e-mail threat sent to her son. She believes that Eric
Harris sent the threat. Williams prepares report and forwards to Hicks, Guerra
(JCSO Records); and
July 19, 1998 – Case Report 98-14325-Deputy Carol LaBounty is dispatched to the
Brown residence on a report of criminal mischief. A paintball broke a garage
window. Eric Harris is named as a suspect.
Interviews Conducted
The following individuals were interviewed in this investigation:
• Randy Brown
• Judy Brown
• Aaron Brown
• Brooks Brown
• Michael Burgess
• Steve Davis
• John Dunaway*
• Glenn Grove
• Mike Guerra
• John Healy
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• John Hicks
• Dennis Huner
• John Kiekbusch*
• Mark Miller
• Art Peterson
• Craig Place
• Jim Pritchett
• John Stone*
• Randy West
• Tim Walsh
Additionally, Ray Fleer provided a memorandum and Alan Prendergast provided an
affidavit.
*These individuals were interviewed. Their summaries will be attached to the
supplemental report.
Summaries of Witness Statements
(As prepared verbatim by Investigator Michael Jones and Lt. Michael McIntosh)
Aaron and Brooks Brown
On December 12, 2003 at about 2:30 PM, I spoke to Brooks and Aaron on their cell
phones. .
I asked each of them if they contacted Dep. Burgess at the mall on 8/7/97. Neither of
them remembered doing it and had no recollection of accessing Harris’s website prior
to March of 1998.
Brooks said that he frequented the mall but that he was a “skater” and was frequently
kicked off the property by security guards for skating and smoking. He thought it
unlikely that he would have voluntarily entered the police substation.
Aaron remembered Dep. Burgess from the telemarketer report, but still did not think
that he contacted Dep. Burgess at the mall.
I asked them to give the matter some thought and call me if they remembered
anything.
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Randy and Judy Brown
On November 13, 2003 at 9:40 AM Investigator Jones and I conducted and interview
with Randy and Judy Brown at their residence located at 8003 South Vance Street in
Jefferson County, Colorado.
Randy and Judy Brown told us the following over the course of our interview:
1. The 1997 Directed Report written by Jefferson County Deputy M. Burgess
was shown to both Randy and Judy. Both denied ever seeing the document
prior to Jefferson County Sheriff Ted Mink released it week’s prior. Both
denied knowing who the “Concerned Citizen” mentioned in the report might
be.
2. When we showed them the Web Pages attached by a paperclip to the 1997
Directed Report they both felt that the Web Pages came from there [sic]
printer and believed that they were the web pages given to Jefferson County
Deputy M. Miller on March 18, 1998. The Browns did not recognize the
handwriting “Nick Baumgart’s House” on the web page.
3. The “torn scrap paper” also attached to the 1997 Directed Report with a
paperclip was shown to both of them. Randy and Judy both identified the
writing on the “scrap” as being the writing of their sons, Brooks and Aaron
Brown. Brooks Brown wrote the top portion and Aaron wrote the bottom
portion. Again it was there believe [sic] that the “scrap” was turned in to
Deputy M. Miller on March 18, 1998.
4. The Browns told us that on March 17, 1998 Brooks Brown came home from
school (Columbine) with the “torn scrap paper” saying that someone at school
told him that he needed to get onto the web site because their [sic] was
something that he had to see. Brooks told Judy that he could not tell her who
told him about the information on the web site because that person was afraid
of Eric Harris. Judy told us that it wasn’t until after Columbine that Brooks
told her that Dylan was the one who told him about the web site. Judy said that
Brooks and Aaron found the web site and found the reference to Eric stating
that he wanted to kill Brooks Brown. Judy stated that this was very alarming to
the Browns because of previous dealings with Eric Harris. Judy wanted to
contact the Sheriff’s Office and Randy wanted to contact Eric’s parents. After
discussing options with Judy they called the Sheriff’s Office the next day.
5. On March 18, 1998 they contacted the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office and
filed a Report. Jefferson County Deputy M. Miller responded to the Browns
home at 1720 hours and took a Suspicious Incident Report # 98-5504. It was at
this time that the Browns provided Deputy Miller with a copy of the Harris
web site that they printed from there computer. The Browns told Deputy
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Miller that they did not want Eric Harris to find out “who turned him in.” Judy
stated that they were really terrified of him. The Browns were asked if they
knew if Brooks or Aaron had gone onto the Harris web site prior to March 17,
1998. They said “no.”
6. On March 31, 1998 Randy and Judy Brown responded to the Jefferson County
Sheriff’s Office and met with Detective Hicks. The Browns provided
Detective Hicks with a set of printed pages from the Harris web site. During
the meeting with Detective Hicks the Browns also met with Glenn Grove and
Mike Guerra from the Bomb Unit. The Deputies from the Bomb Unit looked
at the web pages and found a Report in which a pipe bomb was found in a
field in the south area that was similar to one of the pipe bombs described in
the Harris web page. The Browns said that when they left Jefferson County
Sheriff’s Office they got the impression that their case was being worked by
Detective Hicks. The Browns said that the Harris web site went down shortly
after their meeting with Detective Hicks and Brooks had come home from
school and stated that Eric and Dylan were in trouble. The Browns felt that
this was a result of Detective Hicks doing his job.
7. The Browns also spoke of an incident that took place prior to the March 17,
1998 incident in which Eric Harris threw a snowball at Brooks Brown as he
was driving. This caused a crack in the windshield. The Browns stated that as
a result of this incident they contacted the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office.
Jefferson County Sheriff’s Deputy Walsh responded and spoke with both
Randy and Judy about the incident. Deputy Walsh then contacted the Harris
family. Judy stated that she assumed that Deputy Walsh wrote a report but
Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office could not find any record of this incident.
The Browns feel that this incident occurred in February of 1998 and that they
replaced the windshield on March 25, 1998.
8. The Browns also pointed out that after Columbine the Jefferson County
Sheriff’s Office denied that they had ever filed a report with the Sheriff’s
Office. The Browns stated that in a Press Conference given by Steve Davis,
John Kiekbusch, and Dave Thomas that reference was made to the Browns
lying about meeting with Detective Hicks and lying about filing a police report
with the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office. The Browns state that this went on
for 10 days until Randy Brown found the CR Number in his Day Planner. The
Browns contend that John Kiekbusch knew that a report had been taken and
that a meeting had taken place between Detective Hicks and the Browns
because the information was contained in an application for a Search Warrant
that Deputy Guerra had prepared in 1998. The information contained in this
application was used in an application for a Search Warrant on April 20, 1999
to search the Harris and Klebold residences. The Browns contend that even
though John Kiekbusch knew the Browns were not lying that he led the
National and International Media to believe that the Browns were liars. The
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Browns stated that it wasn’t until the Denver Post and 60 Minutes went to
Court, two years after Columbine, and force out the Guerra Affidavit that they
were able to prove that they met with Detective Hicks on March 31, 1998. In
addition the Browns state that John Kiekbusch lied during a Press Conference
when he finally admitted that the Browns had made a report (98-5504) and
that the case was “open” and “under investigation.” Jefferson County Records
show that the case (98-5504) was “closed” on March 26, 1998.
Follow Up Interview
On November 14, 2003 at 11:40 hours Investigator Jones and I conducted
another audio taped interview with the Browns. In addition to Randy and Judy we
also spoke with Brooks and Aaron Brown. This interview was conducted at the
Brown residence.
The Browns told us the following during the course our interview:
1. Both Brooks and Aaron gave handwriting exemplars prior to the interview.
2. When shown the “torn scrap paper,” Brooks identified the top portion as his
handwriting and Aaron identified the lower portion as his handwriting.
3. Brooks stated that he got the information from Dylan Klebold while at school.
Brooks could not remember exactly what was said but just recalled that he and
Dylan were at the school when it happened.
4. Both identified the web pages as familiar and consistent with what they had
printed and gave Deputy Miller on March 18, 1998.
5. Brooks seemed to recall that he had given web pages to Deputies on two
different occasions. Aaron could only remember the one time.
6. Aaron stated that after the meeting with Deputy Miller on March 18, 1998 he
contacted AOL and reported the web site. Aaron stated that after reporting the
web site he noticed that it had been taken down.
Michael Burgess
On November 12, 2003 at about 9:19 AM, we spoke to Deputy Burgess.
Burgess told us the following over the course of our interview:
1. He began working as a JCSO patrol deputy in October or November of 1996,
prior to that he worked in detentions for about 6 years.
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2. On August 7, 1997 he was working the store-front office for the JCSO in
Southwest Plaza. Deputies manned the office during regular business hours and
handled any calls that occured at the mall. The Deputy working the mall was not
allowed to leave the mall property during thier shift.
3. We showed him the 1997 Directed report that he took that day, and he had no
independent memory of the call. He confirmed that it was his handwriting on the
report, but not his on the “scrap” or the note “Nick Baumgart’s house” on the web
page printouts.
4. We showed him two other reports he had taken that day, but they did not refresh
his memory.
5. He was unsure why he would have directed the report to Investigator Hicks, but
thought it might have been because Hicks was well known throughout the
department as knowing a lot about computers and computer crime.
6. His understanding of a directed report is that it is used to relay intel or confidential
information to a specific person or unit. He does not remember receiving any
formal training on directed reports, but assumes he was shown how to do it by a
supervisor early in his career.
7. He assumes that he did not read the web pages thoroughly when he took the
report, because he believes that he would have highlighted the bomb making
references in his report if he had.
Follow Up Interview
After learning through dispatch records that Burgess called dispatch and requested a
deputy to go to 8003 S. Vance and retrieve information, we met with Burgess at the
south sub-station. We gave this new information to Burgess to see if it would refresh
his memory.
1. Burgess still did not have any memory of the call. He did not remember calling
dispatch or meeting with Deputy Huner at the mall.
2. Burgess did remember going to the Brown house in April of 1998 on a report of
telephone harassment. He told us he is a very visual person, and remembers calls
by the appearance of the house.
3. Burgess expressed frustration over the entire incident.
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Steve Davis
On January 30, 2004, at about 1:00 PM, I spoke to Davis on the telephone.
Davis told me the following over the course of our interview:
He was the Public Information Officer during and immediately following the
Columbine Shootings. He left JCSO in July 2000. He had been with JCSO since
1979.
In the first 2 or 3 weeks after the shootings most of the press information was released
during press conferences without written releases. After then the information was
more regularly released in written press releases.
With numerous out-of-town press agencies wanting information it was impossible to
get them all faxed the press releases, so the information was delivered via the press
conferences.
He believes that the information about the Guerra affidavit was released shortly after
the shootings verbally during a press conference.
He said that he had all of the press releases he authored during Columbine on his
computer and he did not write one relating to the Guerra affidavit.
He said that after he added all the news organizations to his fax list that wanted to be
on it, it took him 1 hour and 40 minutes to fax them all.
He suggested that I obtain copies of the press conferences to see if the information
was in fact released.
He ran into Guerra at a shopping mall about 2 months after Columbine, he does not
remember what they talked about.
Glenn Grove
On November 18, 2003 at 1629 hours Investigator Michael Jones and I conducted an
interview with Glenn Grove. The interview took place in the Emergency Management
Office in Jefferson County, Colorado.
Glenn Grove told us the following during the course of our interview:
1. In August of 1997 Glenn Grove was a Detective with the Jefferson County
Sheriff’s Office and was working for Sergeant Randy West as a bomb
technician.
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2. Lieutenant Kiekbusch was the Lieutenant in charge of the Detective Division
Operations.
3. Glenn Grove was shown the “97 web pages” and asked if he had ever seen
them before. Glenn stated that he had not seen those particular web pages but
had seen some web pages. Glenn stated that he really only paid close attention
to the “bomb” aspect of the web pages.
4. Glenn was shown the “torn scrap paper.” Glenn stated that he had never seen
that document and that the handwriting was unfamiliar to him.
5. Glenn provided us with a copy of some web pages that he stated he got from
Detective Hicks after the meeting he had with Detective Hicks, the Browns
and Deputy Mike Guerra.
6. Glenn told us that he could not remember the exact date of the meeting with
the Browns, Detective Hicks and Mike Guerra but remembered that it took
place in the room behind the PRD desk in the front lobby. Glenn stated that he
and Mike were actually suppose to be going out to 44th and McIntyre to assist
with a Hazmat issue. Detective Hicks approached Mike and him and asked
them to speak with some citizens that had some concerns about bomb threats
and pipe bombs at their house. Glenn stated that he and Mike Guerra met with
Randy and Judy Brown and went over some basic pipe bomb information.
This included getting their Training Aid, which is a board that assists with
explaining different types of bombs and devices. After the meeting Glenn
stated that he and Mike went out to the 44th and McIntyre incident. It wasn’t
until later that Glenn saw the web pages.
7. Glenn stated that Mike Guerra took the lead on the case and it wasn’t until
Mike had drafted a search warrant application to get into the Harris home that
Glenn got involved again. The only involvement Glenn had then was looking
how it was tied to a case in which Glenn had recovered a pipe bomb CR # 983355 that was similar in description to one of the pipe bombs described in the
Harris web page.
8. Glenn stated that Lieutenant Kiekbusch was not very supportive of the Bomb
Unit at the time and that Mike Guerra was a General Investigator for 50% of
his time and a Bomb Investigator for 50% of his time. Glenn stated that it
remained this way until May of 1998.
9. Glenn provided us with a copy of a Memo from Kiekbusch that described the
restructure of the “Bomb Unit.”
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10. Glenn was asked if he ever saw the “Guerra Affidavit” and he stated that he
did. Glenn stated that when an affidavit was written it was shown to the
Sergeant and then the Sergeant and the applicant had to meet with the
Lieutenant to ensure it was ready to go to the DA’s Office. Glenn stated that at
the time Guerra wrote the affidavit he was working for Sergeant Prichett and
Lieutenant Kiekbusch. Glenn stated that there was an informal meeting held
outside Lieutenant Kiekbusch’s door in which Guerra showed the affidavit to
Kiekbusch and he told Guerra that he did not have enough for a Search
Warrant and that he needed to keep working on it. Glenn stated that he was
present when Kiekbusch reviewed the affidavit. Glenn could not remember if
Sergeant Prichett was present. Glenn stated that the biggest thing missing in
the affidavit was that they had no first hand knowledge and could not make the
leap to tie it to the Harris web site. Glenn stated that he agreed with
Kiekbusch’s assessment.
11. Glenn was asked if he or Guerra knew that Harris was on Diversion in 1998.
He stated that they were not aware of it.
12. Glenn was asked how often the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office was
responding to pipe bomb calls. Glenn stated that it averaged out to about once
a week in 1997 and 1998.
13. Glenn was shown the report taken by Deputy Miller (# 98-5504) and asked if
he had ever seen that report. He stated that he had not.
Follow Up Interview
On February 19, 2004 at about 12:30 PM, I spoke to Grove on the telephone in order
to clarify two issues from our initial interview.
Grove told me the following over the course of our interview:
1. The web page copy he gave us came either from Mike Guerra or John Hicks.
When we showed Guerra the web pages provided to us from Judy Brown, he
said that the pages he received from Hicks had no header or footer
information on them. The page he provided Grove had the “header”
information, which clearly showed the website it was downloaded from.
(located in the affidavit file)
2. He was involved in a discussion between himself, Mike Guerra, Jim Prichett and
John Kiekbusch in which Guerra showed the affidavit to Kiekbusch.
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3. The discussion took place in the space between the offices occupied by Kiekbusch
and Harris, currently occupied by John Mains (sp) and John Duno (sp).
4. The discussion lasted approximately 2 to 3 minutes.
5. Guerra had not yet done a drive by the Harris residence to obtain a description and
was advised to do that.
6. Kiekbusch told Guerra that he needed to be able to link Harris to a pipe bomb with
an eyewitness before he would approve the affidavit.
7. The possibility of doing a “Knock and Talk” might have been discussed between
Grove and Guerra but not pursued. Grove said that Knock and Talks were viewed
as a last resort and not encouraged as they “tipped the investigators hat.”
8. Grove does not know why Guerra stopped working the case, but doesn’t think that
Guerra would have stopped working on his own. Grove thinks that the
atmosphere and culture of the office discouraged Guerra from continuing as it
would have interfered with his working more conventional cases.
Mike Guerra
On November 11, 2003 at about 3:45 PM, we spoke to Guerra. We conducted a
follow up interview on January 15, 2004.
Guerra told us the following over the course of our interview:
1. When shown the 1997 Directed Report, he indicated that he had never seen it
before.
2. His understanding of a directed report was that it was used when an event already
had a case number and a deputy wants his report to go to a particular deputy that
has been assigned that case. He said that they generally don’t have case numbers
on them.
3. He doesn’t think he was working in investigations in 1997 when the Hicks
directed report was written.
4. He didn’t think that directed reports were tracked officially and they never went
through records.
5. In 1998 he was assigned to General Investigations, and was also responsible for
arsons, environmental crimes, Hazmat, and the bomb squad. He shared these
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extra duties with Glenn Grove. (Grove was physically located in the “back” by
Sgt. Randy West while he was in the “front” near Sgt. Prichett).
THE AFFIDAVIT
6. On March 31, 1998, he was waiting on Grove to go investigate illegal dumping
near 54th and McIntyre. He went to see if Grove was ready to go and saw that he
was meeting with a woman he later learned was Judy Brown. He asked Grove if
he was going to go, Grove said yes and then Guerra left and waited for Grove at
his desk.
7. Hicks later gave him some documents, “kind of FYI stuff.” He was responsible
for tracking bomb calls at that time, and after reading the documents he thought he
could associate it with some pipe bombs found in the area. He later said that he
thought Hicks gave it to him, but it just ended up on his desk. He said that he
assumed it came from Hicks because it mentioned Mrs. Brown and he had seen
Hicks and Mrs. Brown talking *(note, Guerra earlier said that he saw Grove
talking to Brown, and the report mentioning Brown did not get to him until after
April 11)*
8. He started “pulling records” and attempted to create a search warrant for Eric
Harris’ house. He worked on it for 3 or 4 days and then got pulled off to do other
investigations, and as it wasn’t assigned to him, it went to the bottom of the pile.
9. He might have shown it around to other people, but doesn’t remember who.
10. He ran the Affidavit by an unknown DA, who told him he didn’t have probable
cause. He did not actually show him the affidavit, just told him about it.
11. He asked Healy to find the website listed in the report, but Healy told him that he
couldn’t find it. Healy was able to find a domain name profile of Eric Harris and
his profile said that he wanted to join the Marines.
Follow-Up Interview
January 15, 2004 8:25 AM to 9:00 AM
1. The only interaction he ever had with the Browns was meeting Mr. Brown when
he was the SRO at Columbine.
2. He remembered Hicks being at the meeting on March 31, 1998.
3. The web pages he got from Hicks were “sterilized” with no header or footer
information on them. He was always suspicious of the origin of the pages because
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he was never able to confirm that they were ever on the Internet.
4. The web pages he saw did not have case numbers written on them (Millers from
98-5504 had case numbers on them)
5. We showed him the web pages Judy Brown gave us that she thought were copies
of those she turned over to Hicks. He said that they were not the web pages he
saw in 1998.
6. He plotted the location of the pipe bomb in 98-3365 on a map and comparing it to
Eric Harris’ house. He found it was about 2 or 3 miles a way. He did this on a
computer, and is unsure if he ever printed the map.
7. He also drove by Harris’ house to get a physical description.
8. The only notes that might be in his file were those that he took. He received no
notes from other investigators.
9. There may have been a phone log in the file, he wasn’t sure.
10. He worked the case for a couple of weeks and then got assigned more cases and
this one went to the back burner.
11. He didn’t remember if he showed the affidavit to anyone, but assumes he did as he
was an inexperienced investigator. He doesn’t remember if he ever showed it to a
supervisor.
12. He didn’t show the affidavit to a DA until after Columbine
13. He may have shown the affidavit to Lt. Kiekbusch, but he wasn’t sure. He said
that he could have, as Kiekbusch was a stickler for knowing what was going on in
his unit.
14. His supervisor (Prichett) knew about his investigation, as he had to account for his
time (via the DaFR)
15. He said that “they” were having a hard time finding his affidavit on the computer,
after Columbine and then “they” were able to find it again.
16. He thought he left his investigative file in his desk when he left investigations in
July 1999, and he doesn’t know who took over his desk. (*note, the investigations
division got new furniture since then and we have been unable to determine who
took over his desk*)
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17. He does not remember the incident that Hicks described, when his investigative
file turned up missing after Columbine and then reappeared.
18. He didn’t do “knock and talk” because he “lost track” of the case as it was not a
priority due to his increasing case load.
19. He was never told to stop working the case.
20. The case was never officially assigned to him.
21. He doesn’t know how anyone found his affidavit after Columbine, he assumes
that they just found it in his network computer folder.
22. He has no idea what happened to his investigative file.
SUPERVISION
23. He was supervised by 2 Sgt.s while he was an investigator. Sgt. West supervised
his bomb/hazmat duties, and Sgt. Prichett supervised his general investigator
duties. He was tasked with a full caseload for a general investigator and did his
other investigations as time permitted. He was required to clear as many cases
and the other general investigators.
24. He and Glenn Grove were the only investigators tasked with bomb/hazmat cases.
25. He thinks that he and Grove were transferred out of investigations because
Kiekbusch had a personal problem with the lack of control he had over them.
26. He was given the option of giving up his bomb squad status and staying in
investigations or returning to patrol and keeping his bomb squad duties, he chose
to leave.
John Healy
On November 11, 2003 at about 3:00 PM, we spoke to Investigator Healy.
Healy told us the following over the course of our interview:
1. He started in Investigations in 1997 or 1998, he wasn’t sure. Prior to that he
worked in detentions.
2. He was the one who found the 1997 Directed report in a notebook that was given
to him by John Hicks. The notebook was outdated computer crime "“Intel” from
prior to 1998.
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3. He got the notebook from Hicks in 1999 when he left investigations. He and
Hicks shared an interest in computer crime, and that is why Hicks gave him the
notebook. He does not remember looking through it in depth.
4. In 2001 Healy transferred to the Intelligence Bureau. He not longer had an office
at the main Sheriff’s building, so he took his manuals and other information
notebooks to his home office. He described himself as somewhat of a packrat.
5. On October 23, 2003, he was going through notebooks because he was having
guests come to his home on the 26th and was directed by his wife to clean out
some of his “old junk.”
6. He was in the process of doing this when he read through the Hicks notebook and
found the Directed Report. He recognized the names and thought it was important
that he tell the Sheriff of his discovery. He took the report directly to Sheriff
Mink on October 24, 2003.
7. He was the Investigator that prepared the case filing for Harris and Klebold in the
van break-in of January 1999.
8. He remembers when Guerra asked him to look up the AOL profile for Eric Harris
in 1998. He thinks all he did was log on to his AOL account at home and try to
find the user profile. He was unable to locate anything. He does not think he tried
to find the website.
This would have been during the time frame that Harris’ website was taken
down by AOL after Aaron Brown filed a complaint with them, so Healy would
not have been able to access it.
9. The only reason he remembers the incident is because of all the “re-hashing” with
the county attorneys. The incident was not significant to him at the time.
John Hicks
On December 18, 2003 at about 1:00 PM, both Lt. McIntosh and I traveled to Rock
Hill, South Carolina and spoke to Hicks in the office of his attorney Tom McKinney.
Also present were:
John Pearson, ret. FBI Agent, private investigator
Beth Brown, assistant to Mr. McKinney
Hicks told us the following over the course of our interview:
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1. The “Computer Crime Intel” binder that the 1997 directed report was found in
was a binder he kept while working as an investigator for JCSO. He gave the
binder to Inv. John Healy when he left the JCSO.
2. When we showed him the 1997 directed report, he initially said that he first saw it
in 1998. After comparing it to the 1998 report taken by Deputy Mark Miller, he
realized that he confused the 1997 Directed Report with the supplemental report
filed by Deputy Tanya Williams in April of 1998.
3. When he reviewed the 1997 report, he believed it looked like “Intel” to him, so it
made sense to him that he would have put it into his Computer Crime Intel binder.
4. Hicks had no memory of whether he ever received the 1997 report and did not
recognize the “scrap” that was written by Brooks and Aaron Brown.
5. The first contact he remembers relating to the Harris web site, was the meeting
with the Browns on March 31, 1998. He does not have a clear memory of the
meeting, but he had the meeting on his calendar that day for 9:00 AM.
6. He showed us his Daily Field Activity Report (“DAFR”) for March 31, 1998. The
DAFR indicated that Hicks went home sick at 10:00 AM that day. Hicks said that
he rarely took sick time, and he must have been very ill to go home that day. He
said that could explain why his memory of the meeting was not clear.
7. During the meeting, Hicks determined that no computer crime had been
committed, and the threats could be 1st amendment issues. He asked the bomb
squad to be involved because he thought that the description of pipe bomb
construction and detonation could be linked to Jeffco pipe bombs.
8. Mike Guerra, Glenn Grove and John Healy were asked to attend the meeting.
Hicks believes that they were all there when he left to go home, but he is not sure.
9. Guerra was assigned to do the bomb investigation, and Hick’s involvement was
ended.
10. Hicks showed us his phone log, which indicated he got one phone call from Judy
Brown on March 31, 1998 and one from Randy Brown shortly after that. His log
indicates that he returned the calls, although he does not remember them.
11. Sometime after April 11, 1998, Deputy Tanya Williams brought him a copy of the
report taken by Dep. Mark Miller with her supplemental attached. Hicks made a
copy for his file and gave one to Guerra. These were the only documents he kept
regarding this investigation.
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12. Sometime after that, and prior to Columbine, Hicks was made a temporary
Sergeant in Investigations.
13. During Columbine Hicks was not allowed to respond, but ordered to stay at the
office by Lt Kiekbush. Hicks watched the events on television and took notes. It
was not until a day or two after Columbine that Hicks realized that Harris was the
same person that the Browns had complained about.
14. Several days after Columbine, Guerra told Hicks that his investigative file on
Harris had been removed from his desk and had just been returned. He did not
know who took it or for what purpose.
15. During the Columbine investigation, Hicks assisted in the execution of one search
warrant. Other than that, he was assigned to reviewing incoming reports not
related to Columbine and attend to any that needed immediate follow-up.
16. In the weeks following Columbine, Hicks began to become concerned about the
information that the administration was releasing to the press. He knew that it
was inaccurate and scheduled a meeting with Sgt. Randy West to voice his
concerns. He said the meeting was interrupted by a JCSO Internal Affairs Sgt., on
an unrelated matter. He did not reschedule the meeting with Sgt. West and other
matters soon diverted his attention.
17. In June of 1999, Hicks refused to clear a friend of the under-sheriff for hire into
the academy. Hicks was in charge of the physical fitness training and testing for
new recruits. The cadet was grossly over-weight and Hicks expressed his concern
that he would die during training. The cadet was hired over his objections and
died on the 2nd day of training.2
18. Hicks was told to “talk to the press” by the under sheriff. Hicks knew he would
not be allowed to tell the truth, so he refused.
19. Shortly after that Hicks was denied permanent promotion to sergeant and told that
he would never be promoted under the current administration.
20. Hicks then rotated out of investigations into detentions, to the road and then back
to detentions. Hicks then retired and moved to South Carolina.

2

This paragraph reports the comments as given by John Hicks. The Jefferson County Sheriff’s office has
furnished the following information; It differs substantially with the view reported here by John Hicks and
reports that subject cadet was medically cleared prior to training. The Sheriff’s office may be contacted for
additional information.
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21. He is currently employed as a patrol officer for the York County Sheriff’s office
and is highly spoken of by the Captain of Investigations, Glenn Williams.
I requested copies of Hick’s calendar, phone log and DaFRs from his attorney, Tom
McKinney. He declined to provide them. I reviewed the DaFRs held by Davis
Graham and Stubbs, as best as I can remember, there are no discrepancies between
the two.
Dennis Huner
On November 25, 2003 at about 9:30 AM, we spoke to Deputy Huner. The interview
took place at the south sub-station for the JCSO
Huner told us the following over the course of our interview:
1. Shortly after Columbine he thought he remembered going to the Browns and
getting the WebPages. When he learned Mark Miller had taken a report in 1998,
Huner figured he must have been mistaken.
2. When shown the WebPages from the 1997 Directed Report, he recognized his
handwriting on the WebPages, “Nick Baumgarts House.”
3. He did not recognize the narrative written by Burgess or the scrap that had been
turned in with the report
4. He remembered meeting with the Browns at a table in their kitchen, he does not
remember seeing either Aaron or Brooks Brown there.
5. He did not remember going into any other part of the house.
6. He provided a handwriting exemplar “Nick Baumgarts House” which
investigators later confirmed matched the writing on the WebPages (see Dick
Lewis’ report in the 1997 Directed Report file).
Mark Miller
On November 14, 2003 at about 6:05 PM, we spoke to Deputy Miller. The interview
was recorded and transcribed.
Miller told us the following over the course of our interview:
1. He started in detentions with the JCSO in 1988 and has been a patrol deputy for
about the past 12 years.
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2. He took a report from Randy Brown in 1998, CR#98-5504.
3. When shown the report he confirmed that he took the handwritten piece of paper
from Randy Brown as well as the 10 pages of web site printouts. He wrote the
case number on the upper right corner of all 11 pages he took from Brown. He
believes the highlighting was already done before Brown gave him the WebPages.
4. He said it was his standard procedure to write his case number on the top of all
pages of his report, including any documents received in the course of his call.
That way if any page became separated JCSO personnel would be able to put it
back with the proper report.
5. He remembered going to the Brown home and meeting with the parents. He
believes one of the children (Aaron or Brooks) came into the room while he was
there, but they didn’t stay.
6. He did not go into any other room of the house besides the kitchen.
7. He classified the report as a suspicious incident because he did not know if any
crime had been committed. He conferred with his shift supervisor, Sgt. Pat Wood,
and they both agreed on that classification.
8. He indicated on his report that a copy should be forwarded to the SRO at
Columbine and that the report be forwarded to Investigations, but he did not
personally deliver a copy to either. He merely submitted his report at the end of
his shift and counted on records personnel to distribute the report to the proper
people.
9. He assisted Deputy Tim Walsh in the January 1999 when he arrested Eric Harris
and Dylan Klebold for breaking into the van. Miller met with and interviewed the
victim, he did not have any contact with Harris or Klebold and did not realize that
Harris was the same person from his report 98-5504.
10. When shown the “scrap” from the 1997 Directed Report, he did not recognize it
and was sure he had not received it with 98-5504.
11. He said if he had received such an item on a call, he would have copied it, written
the CR# on the copy and logged the original into evidence.
Art Peterson
On 12/5/2003 at about 1:30 PM, I spoke to Inv. Peterson.
Peterson told me the following over the course of our interview:
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I asked Inv. Peterson about a 4/30/1997dispatch entry that showed he attempted to
call the Randy Brown residence 3 times on 4/29/1197. The dispatch entry indicated
that he was working the PRD (front desk) and that he was unsuccessful in his attempt
to reach the Brown residence.
Inv. Peterson said that he was assigned to patrol in 1997 and it was possible that he
was working the PRD as it was a rotational duty for patrol officers. He said it was
common practice for the PRD officer to make follow-up calls for other officers for
various reasons.
He had no independent memory of the incident.
Craig Place
I reviewed a report written by SA John Elvig, FBI. He interviewed Place at his home
on 5/27/99. During the interview Place told him that he acted as Dean of Students in
1996 and 1997. During his tenure he dealt with Eric Harris concerning a “snowball
incident” that involved Brooks Brown. He did not remember the specifics but
believed it had been handled through “conflict resolution.”
On 12/8/2003, I contacted Columbine High School and learned that Place was no
longer employed there.
I then left a voice mail at Place’s home. The answering machine identified the
number as belonging to the Place’s.
Place’s son, Dennis Place returned my call and told me that his father had moved to
London England.
Jim Prichett
On November 11, 2003 at about 2:00 PM, we spoke to Deputy Prichett.
Prichett told us the following over the course of our interview:
1. He was a Sergeant in Investigations in 1997.
2. He does not remember who the investigators assigned to him were at that time.
He has supervised the complex crimes unit, the burglary unit and the north, south
and mountain units.
3. He did supervise John Hicks at some point in time.
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4. He had never seen the 1997 Directed Report prior to our showing it to him.
5. He said that his procedure for assigning reports to Investigators is as follows:
• He would review reports that had been submitted by the patrol deputies the
day before, sometime as many as 70.
• He would scan the top of the report to see what the call was classified as
and make an initial determination then if he would read the entire report
• If he received a directed report, he would forward it to the investigator
named in the report.
• The Blue copies of reports come to investigations with the White copies
(originals) going to records.
• Felonies he would assign to an investigator, misdemeanors he would read
to see if there was any information that could be followed up on.
6. The 1997 Directed Report could have come up with the Blue copies, it could have
been hand delivered or it could have come through an departmental envelope,
there was no way to tell by looking at the report.
7. There are no guidelines on what an investigator does with a directed report, it is
up to the investigators discretion.
8. In 1997 Hicks was well known within the department as knowledgeable about
computer crime, he assumes that why the report was directed to him.
9. He thought investigators averaged 40 to 50 open investigations at one time.
10. He classified a directed report as an “internal memo.”
Follow Up Interview
On January 9, 2004, Investigator Jones and Lt. McIntosh conducted a follow-up
interview with Prichett.
During the course of the interview he told us:
A. He supervised many units during his 9 or 10 years as a Sgt in investigations.
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B. In 1998 he was in charge of Burglary or Complex Crimes, Sgt Randy West was in
charge of the Headquarters Unit as well as the Bomb/Hazmat Unit.
C. The bomb investigators handled many responsibilities that didn’t particularly fall
under the “law enforcement” category, such as hazardous chemical storage and
inspections.
D. Lt. Kiekbusch and Captain Branson didn’t seem to want their investigators doing
that sort of work, so they were trying to get more control over Guerra and Grove
and have them focus on bomb investigations. They began to pull back the
responsibilities, and brought more control of their time and budget for the non-law
enforcement activities under Lt. Keikbusch.
E. He did not think that there was any emphasis in the department that Bomb cases
were any less important than other cases.
F. He did not recall seeing Miller’s report on 98-5504 come through
G. He does not recall ever seeing Guerra’s affidavit erlated to 98-3365.
H. He did look at his DaSRs sometime in 2002, so he is aware that Guerra was
working on the affidavit and that he was supervising Guerra then.
I. He has no knowledge of anyone stopping Guerra’s investigation from proceeding.
J. He has no knowledge of why Guerra stopped working the case.
Tim Walsh
On January 30, 2004 at about 2:50 PM, I spoke to Walsh on the telephone.
Walsh told me the following over the course of our interview:
• He started with JCSO in 1992, spent 2 years working in the jail, 2 years working
in court security and 3 years as a patrol deputy. He left JCSO in 1999 to pursue a
career in real estate development.
• He has no independent memory of his responding to the “snowball incident.”
• I went over the details of the call, as I know them, and it did not refresh his
memory.
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• He said that his response in this type of situation would always be to try to
mediate between parties and as a last resort, to bring them into the criminal justice
system.
• When he arrested Eric Harris for the van break-in in 1998, he did not think that
Eric or Wayne Harris was familiar to him.
Randy West
On January 9, 2004 at 1425 hours Investigator Jones and I conducted an audio taped
interview with Jefferson County Sergeant Randy West. The interview was conducted
in his office at the Adams County Sheriff’s Detective Division.
During the course of the interview Sergeant West told us the following:
1. Randy stated that he has been a Sergeant since 1990 and was in the Detective
Division as a Supervisor in 1997.
2. Randy was shown the 1997 Directed Report and asked if he has ever seen that
Document. Randy stated that he has not.
3. Randy was shown the “97 web pages and asked if he had ever seen them. He
stated that was the Supervisor of Columbine after it happened and he has seen
thousands of documents. Randy stated that he did not see it prior to
Columbine.
4. Randy was shown the “torn scrap paper” and asked if he had ever seen it
before. He stated that he had not.
5. Randy stated that he was Supervising Detective Hicks in 1997-1998 and that
Sergeant Prichett was Supervising Mike Guerra during this time.
6. Randy was shown Guerra’s affidavit and asked if he ever reviewed the
affidavit or if he had ever seen the affidavit prior to Columbine. He stated that
he had not. Randy did believe that Sergeant Prichett reviewed the affidavit for
Guerra will he was working on it in March/April of 1998.
7. Randy was asked if he ever recalled seeing Guerra’s Investigators Notes.
Randy stated that he could not recall ever seeing anything or Guerra’s except
his affidavit and again that was after Columbine.
8. Randy stated that he would assume that who ever was responsible for
collecting any and all reports that the Sheriff’s Office had on Eric Harris and
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Dylan Klebold, that person would have all of Guerra’s notes or file. Randy did
not know who this person was and thought that Kiekbusch ran that part of the
investigation.
9. Randy stated that after Columbine several things were coming out in the
Media about prior knowledge of Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold. Randy said
that he did recall a time when Detective Hicks approached him and stated that
the information Kiekbusch was putting out was wrong. Hicks told Randy that
he had a meeting with the Browns but when they pulled the DaFR’s they could
not find it. Randy stated that he did not know where Kiekbusch was getting his
information from or whom he was verifying it from.
Randy stated that Kiekbusch often times butted heads with Hicks and Groves.
Kiekbusch is kind of inflexible whether he is right, wrong, or indifferent. You either
played along or you didn’t play.

